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Faith and understanding
hold the key to change
Former Lancashire Post journalist Ato Erzan-Essien explains what the Black Lives Matter movement means to him and how
he believes it can be a driving force for much needed change in the world
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unnily
enough, it has
been a strange
couple of
weeks being
black in the
UK.
I have experienced a
heady mix of thoughts and
emotions ranging from deepseated anger and despair, to
weary cynicism, followed by
immense hope.
And as a consequence,
it has become all the more
difficult to ascribe any form
of credible meaning to the
events surrounding the horrific death of George Floyd in
the US city of Minneapolis.
I can dream however.
Martin Luther King – who
was murdered a little over
three months before I was
born, loomed large in my
formative years when I was
trying to make sense of what
it meant to be a black person
in the world.
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all that is happening at this
moment in history – from
the revulsion at the killing of
black men and women at the
hands of those who any decent, civilised society should
expect to protect them, to
the dismantling of statues honouring men whose
philanthropic reputations
fed on the inhumanity and
horror of the Trans-Atlantic
slave trade, to the critical
examination of views and
statements on race by some
of the country’s greatest
leaders - William Gladstone
and Winston Churchill most
prominent in this.
Because faith does not
require understanding. It is
designed to be the starting
point from which you walk
towards enlightenment. To
‘confess’ faith, is to declare
it honestly and sincerely. To
begin to ‘do’ faith – you only
have to stand.
Black Lives Matter, demands people like you to
stand with people like me.
And when people like you
start your walk, people like
me will be walking alongside
you.
My story is your story.
My history is your history.
So let’s stand and begin the
walk.

